Step into an Ecstasy of Tranquillity and Rejuvenation: A Combination
One Can’t Resist

Brisbane – a city that attracts people with its sophisticated art galleries, cool-climate vineyards, sub-tropical
beaches and rooftop bars. Often called a sultry combo of culture, bar and booming restaurant scene, Brisbane
has become a metropolis for all those coming of age. This, as a result, has implored the city to produce all that
caters to their ever-changing needs and up to this date, hasn’t disappointed.
Another booming industry that deserves a noteworthy mention is day spas in Brisbane. Medi spas are
becoming the talk do the town as they offer comprehensive rejuvenation packages that are well-suited for
those who wish to get all their beauty treatments from a single place. Such health spas offer unique features
to cater to multiple niches and make their mark.

Aquarius Day Spa & Cosmetic Image Clinics:
Promising an unforgettable experience

One such medispa in the heart of Brisbane is the Aquarius Day Spa and Cosmetic Image Clinics for all cosmetic
beauty needs. This innovative business is the brainchild of Dr Ingrid Tall, the stunningly-constructed spa features
a trilogy of wellbeing, health and beauty. Housing a 22m heated indoor pool, fitness centre, gym, steam rooms,
saunas and a unique Japanese inspired bathhouse. The traditional Asian-inspired multi award-winning day spa
is dedicated to catering to all communities in Brisbane –especially Japanese. This exceptional facility offers a
blend of spa therapies, such as massages and facials, and positive ageing cosmetic procedures under the one
roof. This facility is truly one of a kind in Brisbane.
According to 2011 census, there were approximately 35,378 Japan-born citizens in Australia. Queensland was
reported to be the host of 10,317+ of them. Keeping these statistics in mind, our health spa in Brisbane
initiated the first-ever concept of an “onsen Brisbane” inspired by a Korean bathhouse. With segregated
changing rooms, hot and cool pools, showerheads and scrubbing tables, the spa offers complete privacy for
those who aren’t too comfortable amongst a crowd. With a proficient and friendly staff, we ensure that all our
customers have a full rejuvenation session before they walk out of the premises.

Cosmetic Consultations at Cosmetics Image Clinics
Let the experts guide you about the multitude of treatments we have to offer
You can also request a cosmetic consultation with one of our expert clinical team at the Cosmetic Image Clinics.
They can inform you of the multitude of surgical and non-surgical certified procedures that are offered at
Cosmetic Image Clinics Brisbane and you can choose the offering/s that best suit your needs.
We invite you to become a part of our Aquarius Family. We feature customised packages to satisfy every
customer’s needs for rejuvenation and relaxation. Consultations with our health and beauty specialists will
help you determine what wellness and/or beauty treatments you require. Whether it’s a facial or a cosmetic
treatment, we have got it all covered. If interested, don’t forget to visit our websites at
(https://aquariushealthmedispas.com.au; https://cosmeticimageclinics.com.au/) for
information about the different packages and treatments we offer or call us at

07 3003 4000 to get a more customised consult!
It is time you aim for a healthier lifestyle and we believe we can be of help!

